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Executive at FDC (Fine drug company), Gurgaon Unit
II in the past one year. What kept troubling her was this
constant urge of putting forth some important issues of
quality to top management during their annual meeting
to be held in the administrative block this afternoon.

Sitting in his cabin, Mr. Danny Furtado HR manager
was working on the presentation scheduled for the same
meeting. Foremost in his mind were two issues which
required immediate attention. One was the increasing
complaints regarding quality on routine batches by a
competent Quality executive. The other was his own
concern for maintaining quality in the long term at both
the units in Gurgaon. With this unit designed mainly for
export and US FDA approval the company could not
afford to take the quality challenge lightly.

Danny was a commerce graduate with a degree in
HRM from Symbiosis institute of management , Pune
(Year:2001). He had worked with Emcure Pharma(Pune)

M
rinal Pandit was early that day to work.
As she entered her cabin her mind was
racing with constant thoughts about
the incidents that had occurred during
her experiences as a Quality Assurance
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for 5 years as an HR executive before joining FDC
(August 2006). As part of his training in this plant he had
undergone a three month course in Pharma quality
management and regulatory affairs. This experience for
him was very rewarding since he learnt about the
importance of quality in drug formulations that is the
core essence of saving lives.

Post TRIPS and Patents reforms of 2005, pharma
industries were especially looking at investing either in
R&D or improving their export potential to sustain
competition. In order to facilitate exports , Quality was
a prime concern and compliance to regulatory
requirements across nations was the need of the hour.
With an experience of five years in the pharma industry
and an exposure to quality management Danny knew
that this quality emphasis would only increase in the
years to come.

FDC was established in 1955 as a small unit in Nasik
manufacturing oral rehydration salts and a few antibiotic
formulations. Its founder Mr. Nilesh Colvalcar had
advocated a culture of loyalty , quality and dedication
to work as its guiding principles. Since then FDC had
come a long way. Today, with over 8 manufacturing
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plants and a turnover of 500 crores FDC had the
capability and financial strength to diversify and go
global. Among all its units , UNIT II in Gurgaon was
worth a visit. Designed to meet US FDA standards, it
was a quality landmark and a feather in FDC's cap.

The Gurgaon Unit II was constructed in July 2006
and was designed as an export hub where most of their
formulations would be sooner or later transferred to
from other locations. Their most important product
Energal (ORS) and the current market leader in its
category was also manufactured at this location. Mrinal
Pandit was employed in this plant in October 2006 as a
Quality Assurance Executive. She had worked for three
years in a multinational pharmaceutical company before
joining FDC. As a professional, she strived to maintain
quality standards wherever possible. For her FDC was a
different experience. From a culture of formalization
and specialization in her earlier company, the homely
culture at FDC was a welcome change. Also, since she
was with the unit since its inception she learnt to adapt
to its work culture which was enjoyable and people
friendly. Mrinal's job involved daily inspections for
quality on product lines, preparing , checking and
certifying important documents like SOP'S, batch
records before dispatching finished products to market.

The organization structure at FDC was low in
hierarchy with the Works manager Mr.Nandan Khot
heading all the activities with assistance from individual
production managers at the two units. Mr. Nandan Khot
was a mechanical engineer who did not know much
about pharma but had authoritarian control over all
the day to day activities of both the plants. He had a
strong personality and was known to be very rash and
rude in his dealings with employees down the line. Mr.
Ulhas Nigam with an experience of 10 years was the
production in-charge at Unit II. Reporting structure was
basically very simple. Production officers would report
to Production manager. QC officers to their QC manager.
Production, Stores and QC managers would meet
everyday in the Production manager's cabin who in turn
would brief the Unit head/Works manager. In case of
any problem, the Works manager would call these
managers to his cabin which was in the administrative
block for discussion. Meetings would include shop-floor
requirements, batch scheduling etc.

Each unit had its own Quality control manger,
maintenance manager, stores manager and a worker
strength of around 50. The workers were on contract
and the plants worked in two shifts. The work culture
was people friendly and unit II being a small setup it was
made sure that everyone attended the meetings
especially during a decision making process. However,
the final decision would be primarily in the hands of Mr.
Nandan Khot who was an integral link with the corporate
office in Mumbai.

Unit II was still in its infancy and depended on Unit
I for most of its requirements. Initially a lot of guidance
and advice from the managers of Unit I was used to
make important decisions at this unit but by December
2006 they were on their own. In Mr. Colvalcar's words "
This Unit will stand out in respect of quality across all
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our establishments". These words were lingering in
Danny's mind as he reflected on Production and Quality
issues in the past one year.

Production targets at Unit II were decided and
sometimes changed in a matter of minutes. These
decisions would be taken considering views of purchase,
stores and production. Many times QC would know after
the change was made. Like a batch of a particular
product would be planned in the morning and by the
afternoon a different one would be manufactured. In
such cases, materials would be analysed in emergencies
sometimes with no concern for QC schedule. To make
matters worse, production would make repeated calls
to speed up analyses adding to the confusion.

In the above situation, the QC manager Mr .Vikram
Pant was caught between deadlines. There were
production targets set and batches were manufactured
on the run. He would spend most of his time in meetings
with production manger and unit head regarding a
change of manufacturing schedule . In the bargain
things were moving at jet speed and analysts had to
bear the brunt. He was strict as regards to standards in
the lab but was not forceful enough in his dealings with
the production department . As a result the QC
department lacked internal co-ordination and many
times their problems would get overlooked.

During the manufacture of an antifungal antibiotic
Flucon-250 mg ,in November 2006 Mrinal had come
across a quality defect during her routine inspection .
All the tablet formulations routinely had to undergo a
visual inspection test on a specially designed machine.
Her cross-examination revealed contamination in the
tablet samples. Her findings were confirmed when she
noticed the same defect consistently in three different
batches. She knew something was definitely wrong. After
conducting a thorough investigation as per the official
procedure she decided to speak to Mr.Ulhas Nigam, the
production head of the unit. Initially shocked after seeing
the samples, he asked her to brush the matter aside.
Under no circumstances could this be brought up for
further discussion. In the meanwhile he assured her
that requisite measures would be taken to correct the
defect. Mrinal was in two minds, she knew that this had
to go on record considering that these were the first
batches made on this plant, she also had to consider
that she was new to this company and did not command
the authority to have the final word in this regard. Yet
she was disturbed and had approached Danny and
briefed him about the same. He had convinced her that
he would bring it up in the next scheduled meeting with
the Vice-President Mr. Munda during his visit. However,
due to some constraints this could not materialize.

During one of their validation runs for an
antihistaminic tablet formulation Levon 5 mg Mrinal
had noticed that the color of the final coated tablet was
not uniform for the first two batches. Unfortunately,
this was spotted by her only at the final stage of packing.
There was not much that could have been done but
stop the line. Again, though she raised a hue and cry
and sent an interdepartmental notice but it did not really
serve the purpose. The batch was packed nevertheless.

It was only when the VP -operations Mr. Munda during
his visit condemned it as an act of quality failure did
they realize the gravity of the situation.

In December 2006, for example, for a batch of final
packed antibiotic Filee 250 mg Mrinal refused to sign on
the batch records. This batch was manufactured in
October but was not dispatched till December.
Communication regarding the same had come from
Head office saying that there was some change of
schedule. Her contention was that for a formula with a
two year expiry, we have already lost two months. How
can we ensure its stability during its market shelf life?
Either we change its labeling or reprocess the batch or
we do not market the same. This time she could not go
further. The batch record was finally signed by the
Quality Control manager Mr. Vikram Pant on her behalf.

From then on, Mrinal became more cautious and
reported all of her findings in writing to all the concerned
departments. She became a stricter inspector,  and she
started enforcing many quality checks across
departments. Danny had asked her to submit a detailed
report on her findings and decided to take up the issue
with the Unit head Mr. Khot. Interestingly, during his
interactions with Mr. Khot, Danny realized that the
objective at the plant appeared to meet daily production
requirements with not much emphasis to the quality
standards. Even during interdepartmental meetings the
decisions would somehow tilt in favor of production.
With a long term strategy aimed at exports the
functioning at this Unit increasingly was towards short-
term gains /profits. How was it possible to bring about
this culture change in the beginning itself so that this
unit would orient itself towards Quality was a question
that bothered Danny for quite some time. He finally
decided to address the issue during the annual meeting
scheduled for 25th March 2007 by involving production
heads of both units, Mr. Nandan Khot, Mr. Vikram Pant
and Mr. Munda.

During one of their annual meetings with the director,
Danny recalled Mr. Munda mention that no compromise
shall be permitted on this unit. From ensuring a close
supervision and personal frequent visits regarding
documentation practices Mr. Munda made sure that
the Quality message was clear in everything that the
employees planned to do on this unit.

Today as Danny recalled these events , he was
confronted with so many questions regarding the quality
support function. At the corporate level, the company's
mission spoke of high quality standards while providing
the best health care for people. Even its work culture
exhibited a high emphasis on valuing its employees.
There was a popular quote "One of our employees left
us only to join us back during his retirement years saying
that he missed the homeliness of the company". In the
current scenario Unit II had the best facility, the
company had invested huge resources in setting up the
unit but the work culture was moving towards short-
term gains thus losing sight of the larger purpose.
Secondly, at FDC people were its biggest strength, and
in the current context quality conscious individuals like
Mrinal were difficult to come by…
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T
he challenge for FDC is not unusual. Nor is
the issue of responding to this dilemma
unique. The current situation is the result of
the not-so-uncommon gap between intent
and action in many corporations. Quality is

often seen as a functional responsibility, as in FDC.
However, quality is a culture. It is an organizational value,
which must triumph when calls need to be made.
Anything short of this commitment will be a convenient
band-aid response, mouthed enthusiastically and
practiced conveniently. Let us analyze what is the root
cause of the current issue at the Gurgaon Unit II of FDC.

FDC is a case of an entrepreneur, Nilesh Colvalcar,
persevering with his aspirations with a band of loyalists.
The people networks have been nurtured and the
commitment has obviously helped build a robust
business. However, responding to US FDA norms as it
needs to in its Gurgaon Unit II needs to go beyond
personal loyalties. The quality and regulatory standards
for exports to the regulated markets like the US are
dramatically more stringent than the lesser regulated
markets that FDC has operated in so far. Has FDC indeed
been able to create a new work environment in its
Gurgaon Unit II? While it has no doubt hired personnel
in key functions with the backgrounds relevant to its
new aspirations, it does not seem to have gone beyond
that.

The organization design in the Unit is the traditional
functional one. A new quality culture that the new export
requirements demand must necessarily be more
inclusive. Quality cannot be the responsibility of a
designated function. It must be everyone's responsibility.
Quality must pervade all aspects of the organization's
working. 'Right first time' as its Quality Policy states must
be practiced across functions and levels. By dividing the
Unit in almost water tight departments, the possibility of
passing the blame is inherent. The Production Manager
seems to be the pivot and is not surprisingly likely to
push to get his production targets met somehow. It is
this position that seems to have a natural access to the
Works Manager and this relationship is bound to influence
the latter with a functional bias. The fact that Nandan
Khot, the Works manager, is himself not a Pharma

industry person makes things worse. Unlike other
industries, the pharmaceutical industry is more regulated
than most. The fact that this is a US FDA inspected facility
makes it even more sensitive. One is not sure how much
he appreciates the nuances of product quality and the
possible business implications of a default. That he is an
authoritarian leader would make him more insulated
and even less likely to be willing to learn. Hence, a sublime
people-friendly culture with an authoritarian leader was
likely to be more naturally subverted to an instructed
outcome than a truly debated and owned decision.
Rather than walking around and encouraging people to
share all possible risks that the Unit faced, Khot seems
content to take decisions in cabin-centric meetings, easily
removed from ground realities.

It is interesting to see that all operators were actually
on contract. It is likely that given this structure the Unit
had significant turnover. In a highly quality-sensitive
operation as Formulations manufacturing this itself
seems a big risk. Untrained operators could barely be
expected to give confidence to conformance to quality
norms.

The planning processes in Gurgaon Unit II also are
apparently flawed. How can there be such frequent
changes to a production schedule? There seems to a be
a gap in FDC in its ability to predict the market.

Without this, production schedules are naturally
volatile. Hence, the Unit seems to be run in an emergency
response style rather than a genuine process flow. With
the pressures to push sudden dispatches, the QC function
has its back to the wall. It could not be seen as the
constraint in the system which is by itself flawed. The
collapse of the system within is so obvious when Ulhas
Nigam, the Production Head actually asks Mrinal Pandit
, the QC executive to ignore a clear quality violation. It is
shocking that such a comment can be made in a business
where there is no second chance to quality. Similarly, in
spite of her protestations, an under-par quality product
patch was packed and almost dispatched. That the fault
was itself spotted very late in the process makes one
wonder why everyone is so callous. In another instance,
her Manager actually cleared the batch records that
should not have been done. Why is there such a 'chalta
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hai' attitude in the system? Why is it that most people in
the system are willing to play along? Does the system
reward short-term success or should it actually
encourage a different culture?

This is where the culture and actual deployment of
the Quality Policy become issues. One would have
expected that the Quality Policy would actually encourage
anyone to blow the whistle when it came to quality
violations. That would be true commitment to quality.
However, here the Production Head himself can brush
aside the observation. It is disturbing to read that even a
QC executive has not been given the confidence that the
issue could be escalated without fear of retaliation. One
then suspects if the hirings and the quality of induction is
indeed in support of a quality culture.

Why should there have been such an ethical
dilemma? That this issue had to wait for a scheduled
review meeting with the VP and could not finally figure
in the review reinforces the gap in the quality -culture
FDC seeks to espouse. Quality non-conformances can
kill both business and reputation of FDC. What else could
have been more important to discuss in a Review
meeting? Why did no one bring this up? Why did no one
specifically ask for it? Does even the top leadership
understand the nuances of what a US FDA standard
means? Does the Corporate naively think that the quality
standards that were good enough for the last 50 years
will suffice even at Gurgaon Unit II? Does a Review not
specifically discuss risks to business? Is the quality of a
business or operations review comprehensive or robust
enough? The entire review process at FDC seems
woefully inadequate, both in its inability to distinguish
the urgent from the important and also to make reviews
of its systems, the only way of improving its robustness
and adequacy. If only stated policy intent could guarantee
FDC the future it seems to aspire to!

What options does FDC have given the mess it is
living with? It needs to look at various interventions to
have an appropriate organization structure and even
more importantly a culture that genuinely supports the
highest quality practice.

The Quality function must have a functional reporting
relationship to someone beyond the Plant Manager. This
will allow greater independence to the function and
prevent the contamination that the current structure
allows with short-term production commitments. Maybe
FDC can have a companywide Quality function which
reports into the founder. This should also help send
messages that Quality is a non-negotiable priority for
the organization.

There is a case to end the practice of running the
entire Gurgaon Unit II with contract labour. While there
are cost efficiencies that come on account of it, this is a
case of local optima thinking. The risks to business are
significant. A more permanent workforce will render
greater expertise to operations. It will also be easier to
prepare their minds to quality consciousness. Their wage
systems could then get linked to quality of production
and batch acceptances. All this will help improve the
quality of production, with lesser policing interventions
by the Quality function.

It will be useful to examine if the Plant could be run
like a Self Managed Team (SMT). It could hire a batch of
promising youngsters who could be multi-skilled and
empowered to run the plant with minimal hierarchy of
managers. When you trust the people and make them
responsible for the quality of the outcome, very often
the Pygmalion Effect works out. Multi-skill training not
only derisks the Unit and makes it a more cost viable
labour deployment, it makes quality everyone's
responsibility, not just the QC function's.

The rewards practice of FDC must incorporate the
focus on Quality. Rewarding production and dispatch, at
the exclusion of quality, is obviously not a good
compensation system.  A more holistic rewards
framework is desperately needed. There must be more
positive appreciation for those who blow the whistle,
rather than hound them. Such signals will help build an
appropriate enabling culture.

Internal communication, including visuals at the work
place must, remind everyone of what a mistake means.
The social purpose of the pharmaceutical industry makes
it a uniquely responsible segment. Reminding everyone
of the implications of a short-cut can elevate their sense
of responsibility. Of course, the reputation of FDC can
be killed if quality norms are violated. With that would go
the business and jobs.

Fundamental training in quality norms and quality
tools must be reinforced across levels. Problem solving
tools, especially root cause analysis and 'cause effect'
interpretations will help the Unit resolve the root causes
and not just treat the symptoms.  It may be a good idea
to visit other companies which may have internalized
this well. Seeing is believing and it could trigger deeper
commitments.

Most important of all, is how does the management
express its own unflinching commitment to the cause?
All management reviews typically musts start by
reviewing quality. It must hold Unit heads accountable
for meeting market commitments, but even more to
raising the quality standards, beyond mere compliance.
Job rotations must ensure stints in the quality function.
Such experiences will build greater acceptance of the
new way at FDC.

Finally, Gurgaon Unit II may just not need the new
quality culture to survive in the export markets it seeks
to service. It could actually be the harbinger of an
organization transformation at FDC. Elevating the plant
leadership to believe in its path-breaking opportunity is
the best way for the change then to happen.

The last word has not been said at FDC Gurgaon Unit
II. It has an opportunity to reinvent itself. There is a
possibility to transform its culture, which if done well,
could result in huge business aggrandizement. The
change is not going to be easy. Many earlier paradigms
will need to be revisited. That then is a leadership
challenge, not one of quality. If leadership will resolve,
quality will naturally follow. Otherwise, FDC would be
fighting a game it cannot win. For Danny Furtado, it is an
opportunity of a lifetime - making elephants dance!
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